The notion of space is crucial to Xenakis's music and thought. This chapter will offer a global approach, trying to show the complexity and inner richness of this notion. Indeed, there are at least four levels where we can found it. First, there is the ontological and philosophical level. On that level, space is a fundamental notion for Xenakis. In the 1960s he created the notion of »outside-time structures«, which minimizes the importance of time, and in the 1980s he stated that time could be viewed as an epiphenomenal notion, while space would be more fundamental. On a second level, we could view space as an operative category. The discourse will be about geometric space, and, for instance, the use of graphs for composing music. It is thanks to this kind of space that Xenakis imagined new types of sound morphologies (glissandi, for instance) or that he invented transfers from the microscopic level to the macroscopic. With the third level, we are in the domain of the physical space, where Xenakis was one of the main pioneers, introducing the idea of the »composability« of physical space. It is what happened in the Philips Pavilion of the Brussels World Fair (Expo 58) with the »sound routes«, or with the sound immersion produced with Bohor (1962), or with the metaphor of the »Sonotron« used in Terretektorh (1965-66), etc. With the fourth and final level we can define space as a place where an event occurs: this is the definition of the Xenakian notion of »polytope«.
INTRODUCTION
Xenakis is often described as a »space« composer. When saying that, we think of the three-dimensional quality of his music, which works with sound masses and juxtaposition of textures, and which has a quasi-tactile dimension -in a way, Xenakis is a »sound sculptor«. But we also think of the fact that he was one of the first composers to work with sound spatialization both in instrumental music and in electroacoustic music, putting the listener inside an orchestra (Terretektorh), realizing complex, automated spatializations of electroacoustic sounds (the Polytopes), etc. There are also other domains where the notion of space can be inferred from Xenakis's music and thought.
In fact, the notion of space itself, as it is used in music -as well as in many other fields -has many senses; as the French writer Georges Perec would say, there are »spaces of space« 1 . There is, for instance, an opposition between physical space and metaphorical space (or space as a tool for representation); there is also an opposition between virtual and real space; space can be used as »immersion« or, on the contrary, for constructing localizations; and so on.
2 Thus Xenakis's thought can help us to analyse the various aspects of space in music. In this chapter, we will see that we can define at least four different notions of space: the first notion concerns the philosophical level, in relationship to the ideas of time and energy; the second notion is rooted in the compositional level; the third is related to physical space; and finally, the fourth notion appears when physical space becomes place.
TIME, SPACE, AND ENERGY
First, there is a philosophical or ontological level, where space is, for Xenakis, a crucial notion. Let's start with Xenakis's philosophy of time. He acknowledges the centrality of unmeasured time, i.e. the pure time flow. He even thinks of it almost as an equivalent to music itself: That may explain why he focused more and more on measured time -time that can be ›constructed‹: »There is the temporal flow, which is an immediate given, and then there is metrics, which is a construction man makes upon time« 7 . He often defines time (time flow) as an empty blackboard: »Time could be considered as a blank blackboard, on which symbols and relation- ships, architectures and abstract organisms are inscribed« 8 . There, time is an abstract dimension enabling one to ask the question of time in terms of construction. Therefore, when he says that time is the same as music, it would be ›measured time‹ that he means, not ›time flow‹. This contrasts sharply with the centrality of unmeasured time in the philosophy of Henri Bergson (although Bergson's word for unmeasured time was ›duration‹). Xenakis is more interested in the possibility of making, building, or constructing something within time (or, upon time). We might even say that he aims to ›con-struct‹ time. It is no surprise, then, that during the 1960s and 1970s he had a strong interest in Jean Piaget:
»Piaget's book provided me with my first justification that I was right to do calculations with time. He proved that the perception of time stopped developing at the age of twelve.
Up until the age of six one can't see this process clearly, but between six and twelve I think there are three stages. He showed that time has an ordering structure and that time intervals can be added and permutated, and consequently that they have a group structure.
I concluded from all this that time is nothing but a kind of structure. And because it is a structure it can be counted, expressed with real numbers, and shown as points on a straight line.« 9
In the 1960s, Xenakis spoke of ›amnesia‹. The chapter of Musiques Formelles devoted to »symbolic music« begins, »we shall begin by imagining that we are suffering from a sudden amnesia. 10 We shall thus be able to reascend to the fountain-head of the mental operations used in composition and attempt to extricate the general principles that are valid for all sorts of music.« 11 In a sense, we may say that Xenakis ›fights‹ with time. And, anyway, we should not forget his notion that the temporal dimension also includes »outside-time« structures. »Whatever we think is by definition outside time because it is in our memory and doesn't disappear with the passage of time (unless we forget it). We have no power over the time-flow but we feel it passing: the notion of time is also outside time. Elsewhere, Xenakis considers time as an epiphenomenon, and space as a more fundamental reality. On this, we should carefully look into Xenakis's only article explicitly devoted to the issue of time. 13 The beginning reads: »Isn't time simply an epiphenomenal notion of a deeper reality? Thus an illusion that we unconsciously have accepted since our earliest years and even since the earliest, ancient ages?« 14 He then hypothesizes that ›displacement‹ is a more fundamental notion, adding that »if the notion of displacement were more fundamental than that of time, one could undoubtedly reduce all macro-and microcosmic transformations to extremely short chains of displacement.« 15 Furthermore, referring to the experiment of »correlation of the movement of two photons emitted in opposite directions by a single atom«,
SPACE AS AN OPERATIVE CATEGORY
Let us now analyse a second level, where the question is about ›geometrical‹ space, and, for instance, the use of graphs for composing music. It is thanks to this kind of space that Xenakis invented new types of sound morphologies (for instance, the morphology of massive glissandi) or that he invented transfers from the microscopic to the macroscopic time level. More generally, we could say that, in this context, space is a tool for representing and composing music, and thus an operative category.
It is interesting to notice that, in one of his very few attempts to analyze music that was not composed by himself, Xenakis used algebraic space. I refer to his analysis of Ludwig van Beethoven's Appassionata in Musiques Formelles (see Figure 1 ).
Figure 1: Analysis of Beethoven's Appassionata
Iannis Xenakis, Formalized Music, op.cit., p. 164
As for his own music, the most radical utilization of a geometrical space can be found in Nomos alpha (1965-66, for cello) , where Xenakis uses the group model (in the mathematical sense) of a cube and its 23 rotations (see Figure  2 ). More generally, Xenakis used space in the geometrical sense as a way to understand music and to compose it, as shown by Peter Hoffmann.
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Figure 2: The group model (a cube and its 23 rotations) used in »Nomos alpha«
Iannis Xenakis, Musique, Architecture, Tournai 1971, p. 98 Xenakis's use of graphs for composing is a special case. As is well known, it is due to these kinds of graphs that he invented the notion of massive glissandi -a totally new sound morphology in the mid-1950s -such as those found at the end of Metastaseis (see Figure 3) . The graph tool allowed him to develop his own vision of global sound phenomena, of masses of microsounds, which, owing to their complex interlocking, form a new global sound. This is, of course, related to his experience in architecture. As Xenakis writes: It is also thanks to graphs that Xenakis moves from »microtime« to »macro-time«, such as those that gave birth to his notion of Brownian motion. In the end of the 1960s in Bloomington, Xenakis started investigating stochastic sound synthesis with random walks (in the mathematical sense of the term), producing graphs such as the one shown in Figure 4 . In these graphs, it is a 
PHYSICAL SPACE -SOUND SPATIALIZATION
The third level is the physical notion of space, which is related to sound spatialization. In this domain, Xenakis, after Edgard Varèse and around the same time as Karlheinz Stockhausen, is an important pioneer of this notion, which became increasingly important for music. Xenakis began very early to work with the idea that physical space can be composed. This can already be seen in his orchestral work Pithoprakta : the ›grains‹ of the piece's beginning (string players striking the body of their instruments) move from one group to another; and at the end of the piece, the strings come to play a single note, which travels from one group to another. Of course, the composition of space is most important in the 1958 composition Concret PH, the »instrumental interlude« of musique concrète composed by Xenakis to be played with Poème électronique. Here Xenakis designed the complex »sound routes« that spatialized sound using the over 400 loudspeakers available. In the same year he published the article »Notes towards an ›Electronic Gesture‹« 22 , which reviews the experience of the performance given in the Philips Pavilion and puts forward new proposals for sound spatialization.
In 1962, Bohor is one of the first compositions to treat space in the sense of immersion. This electroacoustic work was composed for four two-track tape recorders, which, during the concert, were launched at the same time, inevitably became desynchronized. These desynchronizations were not ›er-rors‹ because the idea was not to realize ›travels‹ of sound from one loudspeaker to another, as in the Poème électronique, but to totally immerse the listener -it is also why Xenakis performed the piece extremely loudly. In 1963-1964, Eonta (for five brass instruments and piano) uses space, this time with a concern for staging: the instrumentalists (brass) are sometimes required to move and change their position in the concert hall.
Then, with the orchestral works Terretektorh (1965) (1966) and Nomos gamma (1967) (1968) , the research into space became even more important and came to have a quasi-political meaning. Xenakis upsets the world of the orchestra and its audience by having the orchestra leave the stage; the musicians are distributed around the hall and the audience is placed inside the orchestra! Figure 5 shows the well-known layout of the orchestra in Terretektorh.
It is also important to quote Xenakis's note program:
»The scattering of the musicians brings in a radically new kinetic conception of music which no modern electro-acoustical means could match. For if it is not possible to imagine 90 magnetic tapes relaying to 90 loudspeakers disseminated all over the auditorium, on the contrary it is quite possible to achieve this with a classical orchestra of 90 musicians. The musical composition will thereby be entirely enriched throughout the hall both in spatial dimension and in movement. The speeds and accelerations of the movement of the sounds will be realized, and new and powerful functions will be able to be made use of, such as logarithmic or Archimedian spirals, in-time and geometrically. Ordered or disordered sonorous masses, rolling one against the other like waves. . . etc., will be possible.
Terrêtektorh is thus a ›Sonotron‹: an accelerator of sonorous particles, a disintegrator of sonorous masses […] . It puts the sound and the music all around the listener and Figure 6 shows a transcription showing the spatial movement. Notice that this extract gives rise to an enormous accelerando and a giant crescendo (some high nuances that go beyond the overall crescendo are shown in boldface). As for the spatial movement, the six musicians (indicated by letters in the transcription) who have at their disposal six membrane instruments, siren, metal and wood Simantrons, cymbal, gong, tam-tam, and wood block, to which are added, towards the end of the piece, pebbles and affolants (thin steel sheets) transmit to each other a minim with a shift of a crotchet. The movement is twofold: one for the membrane instruments, the other for the remaining instruments (except the siren, which is not involved in this space game). The transcription (where a line indicates the continuation of the same figure) shows that the spatial motion goes through two phases. In bars 352-420 each membrane instrument enters gradually. The spatial movement is circular: A-B-C-D-E-F for skins and for four other instruments, in reverse movement for the others. Bars 423-426, which follow after a general silence, constitute an area of disruption. After a ›cloud‹ (improvised dense sounds with pebbles, affolants, and sirens) framed by two silences, only the membrane instruments remain in the spatial movement. First the initial circle is rebuilt (bars 430-439), but the membrane instruments change with each percussionist at both ends and with two, three or four in the middle. A ›cloud‹ of gongs introduces a continual alternation of two circular directions and a sinusoidal path of (relative) pitches (bars 441-448). With a ›cloud‹ of cymbals, the unique and reverse movement is restored bars (450-452). Finally, between a ›cloud‹ of tam-tams and the long (15-second) conclusive ›cloud‹ on all instruments, all types of spatial movement are deconstructed (B-A-F-E-D-C-B) very briefly (bars 454-455), and give rise to a single circle in the initial direction.
In Xenakis's subsequent instrumental production, space is far from absent (for example, in Retours-Windungen, 1976, for twelve cellos, or in Alax, 1985, for three instrumental groups), but it is not used in such a striking manner. In fact, the ›spectacular‹ aspect of space composition, which combines spatial trajectories and immersion, culminates with the Polytopes: Polytope de Montréal (1966 Montréal ( -1967 
SPACE AS PLACE: POLYTOPES
The last notion of space concerns the Polytopes. In these multimedia (or intermedia) productions, we can speak about ›place‹, i.e., a specific physical space and simply not any arbitrary physical space. Indeed, Xenakis realized each Polytope for a specific location, indicated in the Polytope's title. In a way, we could say that there is a single work, called »Polytope«, and that each precise polytope is a concretization of this work in a specific place. It is particular truth for the Polytope de Cluny and the Diatope: many aspects of the first (both in the visual spectacle and in the music) can be found in the second.
The most interesting feature of the idea of space as place is the position of the listening audience (Figure 7 ). More generally, Xenakis's idea that music and sound are deeply linked to space -and even more, to place -can be viewed as an antithesis to the idealistic aesthetics, which, if we follow Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, can be analysed as a negation of space: »Mit dem Ton nun verläßt die Musik das Element der äußeren Gestalt und deren an- That does not mean that Xenakis's aesthetic is ›materialistic‹, nor that in his music or in his Polytopes there is no longer anything called »meaning«! In fact, his aesthetics represent a break with the idealistic idea that the meaning of a musical or artistic work lays »behind« the sounds or the other physical media. This idea considerably reduced the possible meanings through a parallelism between music and language. As Luigi Nono clearly shows in an important discussion with Massimo Cacciari, the interest in physical space, as well as for place, in contemporary music can be interpreted as the need to re-introduce the multiplicity of meaning through the indissolubility of meaning and physical media-sound and space, when it is question of music (see Nono, 1993) . Going back to Xenakis, we could say that it is not a coincidence that he gave us his most beautiful definition of music in the Diatope's program notes, his most accomplished polytope: »Music is not a language. Every musical piece is like a complex rock formed with ridges and designs engraved within and without, that can be interpreted in a thousand different ways without a single one being the best or the most true. By virtue of this multiple exegesis, music inspires all sorts of fantastic imaginings, like a crystal catalyst. I, myself, wanted to deal with the abysses that surround us and among which we live. The most formidable are those of our own destiny, of life and death, of visible and invisible universes. The signs that convey these abysses to us are made up of lights and sounds that provoke our two predominate senses. This is why I have conceived the Diatope as a place for the condensation of these signs and signals from our various worlds. Rational knowledge blends with intuitive knowledge, or revelation. It is impossible to dissociate them. These abysses are unknowable; that is to say, knowledge of them is an eternal and desperate search, * * * In this article, I have tried to show four different notions of space that we find in Xenakis's thought and artistic production: the philosophical level, where, for him, space is a more deep reality than time (but lesser deep than energy); the compositional level, where geometrical space is an operative category (materialized, for instance, in the graphs used by Xenakis to compose music); the physical level, where we speak about sound spatialization; and finally, a level with a more concrete notion of physical space, the level of what we can call ›place‹, and which allows us to understand the need for space in terms of aesthetics as a way to rediscover the multiplicity of meaning.
